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A starting note
The following breaks down a list of advanced
best practices that have been key to the growth
of Petfinder.com’s Facebook page from 20K
fans in August of 2009 to 189K fans in August
2012.
These best practices have been hand-picked as
ones that may be of use for other pet- and
animal welfare-related strategies on Facebook.
However, the presentation is not intended as a
comprehensive manual.
Facebook strategies must be flexible and
constantly reevaluated to maintain their
effectiveness, and not all best practices will work
for all brand pages or audiences. Trial and error
are key to an effective Facebook brand page.
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Glossary
• Brand page: A page for a business or brand on Facebook.com,
formerly known as Fan Pages

• Fan: A person with a Facebook account who “likes” a brand page,
opting in to receive your brand page’s updates
• News Feed: Where users can see their friends and brand page status
updates, photos and other “news.”
• Top Stories: The default and most commonly used setting for user’s
news feeds in Facebook. Top Stories is controlled by an algorithm that
shows users what Facebook thinks they want to see.

• Most Recent: A second way users can view their news feeds on
Facebook. This delivers all of the updates of a user’s friends and the
brand pages they follow in reverse chronological order
• Engage: When a user likes, comments, shares page content or posts
something on a brand’s Facebook wall
• Engagement/Virality: The number of likes, shares and comments a
Facebook post receives divided by the total post reach, times 100
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Take a peek with us

Covered in Social Media 101:
• Setting up a Facebook page
•

Which type of page is right for your
organization?

•

Creating a social media policy

•

Creating page rules

•

Growing your fan base
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Covered in Facebook 201:
• Increasing traffic to your site vs. cultivating
your FB community
•

Why should I keep people engaged?

•

Some advanced tips for boosting
engagement and click through

•

How to schedule your posts to reach the
most people

•

Tips for promoting adoptable pets on
Facebook

•

How to add a custom tab to your page

•

Adding your adoptable pet list or a donate
button

•

Running a sweepstakes on Facebook
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Traffic vs. Community
The two faces of Facebook

• There are two primary aspects of Facebook social media:

Activity
on a brand page

Making content
sharable on Facebook

This presentation covers activity
on a brand page
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Why Keep People Engaged?
Unlocking Facebook’s Algorithm

Facebook has an algorithm that decides what information
people see in their “Top Stories” news feed -- the way most
people consume information on Facebook.
The algorithm changes constantly, but part of it relates to how
often users engage (like, comment, share or post something
on your brand page wall).
The more often users engage with your brand page, the more
likely they will be to see your content in their Top Stories.

Source:
7
Vitrue.com White Papers, BuddyMedia.com, Petfinder.com & DCI social
media team observations

Balancing Engagement and Clicks
• People will often either click or
engage with a post.
• Creating a balance is key to a
healthy brand page
• While most posts should target
both goals, you can divide your
posts into two categories to help
you focus on strategy and delivery
(see next slide)

Engagement benefits –Petfinder vitrue stats
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Balancing Engagement and Clicks
Examples:

Engagement-driven:

Click-driven:

The primary goal is to get users to
“like,” share or comment

The primary goal is to get users to
click through
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Brand Page Engagement
How to boost your engagement rates
You can encourage engagement by:

• Including calls to action in
your posts
Ask your fans questions so they comment,
tell them to like the post or ask them to post
something to your wall

• Making your fans feel listened to
Use the answers fans give you on your
website or in your future updates

• Responding to questions
Make sure any questions your fans ask
receive responses, even if it’s only a “please
email us here:” response

Image: Petfinder picks a
Favorite Fan Photo of the
photos fans post to our
wall and publishes it

• Removing spam
• Using different types of content
Photos, links and video usually have higher
engagement than plain text updates
*Sources:
Petfinder social media study 2010, Vitrue The Anatomy of a Facebook Post, DCI 10
Social Media Group

Brand Page Engagement
How to boost your engagement rates
You can encourage engagement by:

• Buying ads that target news feed posts
One of Facebook’s ad types allows you to promote posts on your brand page. Using this
may help boost engagement rates to keep fans getting your updates

• Posting regularly, but not too often
By posting regularly you keep Facebook’s algorithm thinking your content is relevant.
Posting levels should be consistent, but the number of posts per week should be
determined by your individual organization. (A likely max is 3x/day or 15x/wk.)

• Avoiding 3rd party publishing
Using a separate publishing platform like hootsuite can reduce your impressions, and
therefore engagement, by up to half

• Don’t duplicate content too often
Facebook’s algorithm hides content that’s reposted more than once a week.

• Publish during peak engagement times
For Petfinder, this is before 9 am or after 6 pm ET and on Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday
or Thursday
*Sources:
Petfinder social media study 2012, Vitrue The Anatomy of a Facebook Post, DCI 11
Social Media Group

Brand Page Click Through
How to boost your click through rates
You can encourage clicks by:

• Using cliffhangers
Ask your fans a question and tell them to click through for the answer

• Including key words and calls to action in link text
Using phrases like “click here” and “find out” appear to make clicks more likely while key
words make it easier for a fan to find specific post topics in Facebook search

• Keep text short (~20 words or less)
Although not always true, brevity usually pays off.

• Avoid 3rd party publishing
Using a separate publishing platform like Hootsuite can reduce your impressions, and
therefore click through

• Don’t use link shorteners (usually)
Fans mistrust link shorteners like bit.ly and Hootsuite on Facebook and are less likely to click

• Don’t duplicate content too often
Facebook’s algorithm hides content that’s reposted more than about once a week.
*Sources:
Petfinder social media study 2010, DCI Social Media Group, Buddymedia.com
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Timing Your Facebook Posts
How to time your posts to be most effective

The best time to publish on Facebook is widely debated with stats
varying from source to source and changing regularly.
Petfinder.com has seen a number of trends and worked with
outside resources to identify practices that work for us.
These practices are included here, along with additional notes of
things you may try. But trial, error and evaluation of these tactics
are necessary for any brand page.
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Timing Your Facebook Posts
How to Time Your Posts to be Most Effective

Use this to your advantage by:

• Scheduling posts before 9 a.m.
ET or in the evening to increase
engagement and click through
levels

Graph: Petfinder found that posts
published at 7 a.m. and between
7-9 p.m. had much higher
engagement than those at other
times of the day.

• Schedule low-priority posts
during the day

Source:
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Google Analytics, Virtue the Anatomy of a Facebook Post and Petfinder
social media study 2012, Graph: Petfinder.com

Timing Your Facebook Posts
How to time your posts to be most effective
Also, consider the days of the week
you post, and what those posts’
main goals are:

• High-priority posts may do best on
Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Thursdays

Graph: The percent of
post engagement and
clicks measured by day
for Petfinder’s brand page

• Low-priority posts may do best on
Mondays and Fridays when there are
high-priority posts on the schedule
• Weekend posts should be analyzed on
an individual brand page basis. (Some
studies suggest that engagement
levels drop significantly on weekends,
but Petfinder posts perform well on
Saturdays)

Source:
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Google Analytics, Virtue the Anatomy of a Facebook Post and Petfinder
social media study 2012. Image: Vitrue

Tips for Promoting Pets
How to Get Adopters and Foster Parents In the Door
You can encourage the right
people to find your pets by:

• Emphasize sharing,
not clicks
By getting your loyal fans to share
your adoptable pets, you’re getting
those pets in front of new people who
may be looking to adopt

• Find creative ways to
present each pet
Create a meme out of a funny photo,
share a short video, tell a funny story
from the adoptive pet’s point of view –
have fun!

• ALWAYS include a link!
No matter what you’re sharing, your
audience needs to know where to go
for more info. Make sure they have
that opportunity.

Example of a
highly-shared
adoptable pet
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Fun Things to Make Your Page Stand Out
Adding custom elements to your brand page can:
• Offer your fans additional reasons to “like” your page
• Keep your fans coming back to your page often
• Help you raise awareness about special promotions
• Give your fans new ways to promote your page

See examples
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Creating a Custom Tab
If you can create an iframe, you can create a custom Facebook
application, like this one that gives reasons to adopt a pet and allows fans
to start their search.

Add Why Adopt a Pet?
to Your Page:
https://apps.facebook.c
om/why-adopt-a-pet/
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Adding Your Adoptable Pet List
Here’s another example of a custom iframe app that features a specific
shelter’s adoptable pet list.

Email your Petfinder
Outreach team to find out
how to add this free
application to your page
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Promotions and Sweepstakes
Offer your fans an exclusive deal or reward to encourage new “likes” and
keep fans visiting your page:
Before creating a sweepstakes:
• Read Facebook’s promotional
guidelines
• Create official rules
• Use a third-party app to add the
sweepstakes to your page (like Static
HTML)
• It’s ok to have a promotion that’s open
to only people who like your page.
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Promotions and Sweepstakes
Offer your fans an exclusive deal or reward to encourage new “likes” and
keep fans visiting your page:
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Using existing resources for a theme
Be creative with the space you have and re-use Petfinder themes for
promotions like Adopt-A-Less-Adoptable-Pet Week:
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Summary
Used wisely, social media has the power to
bring your audience to you, educate and
save lives.

Home
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Questions?

Jane Harrell
Petfinder.com
jane@petfinder.com
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Additional Data Sources
For more information about Petfinder’s findings,
contact jane@petfinder.com
Discovery Social Media Team

Learn more or an account:
http://exchange.causes.com/running-campaigns-oncauses/

Vitrue.com White Papers:
http://storage.pardot.com/4162/15233/Post_Effectiveness_Final
_f_.pdf

Facebook.com and http://developers.facebook.com/
Dan Zarella’s The Science of ReTweets:
http://danzarrella.com/the-science-of-retweets-report.html

BuddyMedia.com’s Strategies for Effective Facebook Wall
Posts: http://forms.buddymedia.com/whitepaper-form_reviewstrategies-for-effective-facebook-wall-posts.html

ReadWrite Biz’s How to Optimize Your Brand's Facebook
Page For Search Engines:
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Important URLs
Create a Brand Page:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/create.php
Facebook Causes: Learn more or create an account
http://exchange.causes.com/running-campaigns-on-causes/

Vitrue.com White Papers:
http://storage.pardot.com/4162/15233/Post_Effectiveness_Final
_f_.pdf

Facebook.com and http://developers.facebook.com/
Dan Zarella’s The Science of ReTweets:
http://danzarrella.com/the-science-of-retweets-report.html

BuddyMedia.com’s Strategies for Effective Facebook Wall
Posts: http://forms.buddymedia.com/whitepaper-form_reviewstrategies-for-effective-facebook-wall-posts.html

ReadWrite Biz’s How to Optimize Your Brand's Facebook
Page For Search Engines:
http://www.readwriteweb.com/biz/2011/04/optimize-yourbrands-facebook-page-for-search-engines.php
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